Dear Friends,

Fiscal Year ’20 brought a swell of challenges in the 4th quarter – but what about the first 3 quarters, do we even remember what our lives were like before March 2020?

In July 2019 Governor Charlie Baker announced the FY20 budget, which allocated $19,977,126 for the Statewide Head Injury Program (SHIP) budget - an increase of $3,613,051! Also in July, a group of dedicated advocates and friends gathered at the State House to further the discussion about Cognitive Rehabilitation in the state of Massachusetts. One such advocate was former New England Patriots linebacker, Ted Johnson, speaking in support of the bill.

All summer BIA-MA support groups and recreation activities were happening daily. Baseball games, picnics, pottery nights, craft groups – all in support of individuals with brain injury and their families. The Unmasking Brain Injury project brought in over 50 masks from across the state to raise awareness for brain injury and the 10 members of Team BIA-MA ran the Falmouth Road Race, raising $15,000.

In September 2019 BIA-MA held the Cere-Bration Field Day & 5K in Bourne, MA - our largest Walk event ever! Over 400 people attended and we raised $30,000 for our mission of creating better futures for all affected by brain injury.

And, as usual, January through March 2020 the BIA-MA staff and committee members were gearing up for the Annual Brain Injury Conference – with over 40 vendors and 700 people registered. Just days prior to the state shut down, BIA-MA leadership made the very hard decision to cancel the Conference for the safety of our attendees and staff.

I wanted to start here by remembering all the wonderful things that came from FY20 before Covid-19. The quarantine lasted for months and required a new way of delivering programming and services since we could no longer provide in-person services to the public.

I look back on these days and am proud of what we accomplished in FY20, including the 4th quarter. In March we took pause – sent our staff home to work remotely and safely, and canceled events and seminars. We knew that a shut down was hard for the general public and would be even harder for the brain injury community. It was important for BIA-MA to be there in the absence of so much. Support groups, recreational activities, continued education for professionals, and community prevention programs were all moved to a virtual format. In April we emerged with a plan of how to work safely and provide the best support while others were home.

With tragedy often comes a movement of warmth and community love. We at BIA-MA hope that in the past months you have experienced some of this – from your neighbors, friends, family, and healthcare professionals.

BIA-MA will be here both physically and virtually, continuing our mission of creating better futures for all affected by brain injury, for as long as it takes!

Thank you for your continued support during this unprecedented time. I very much look forward to seeing the good that comes in FY21!

Nicole Godaire  
Chief Executive Officer
Shut-downs have continued, and people are home for the foreseeable future, it’s hard not to think of how Covid-19 has, and will continue to, alter the way we live and do business. BIA-MA is proud that we were able to pivot most of our programming to a virtual format without much of a gap. Navigating this expanded online universe has allowed us to provide support groups, recreation activities, and educational opportunities to a much broader audience, such as:

Brains at Risk has continued to provide education to roadway offenders on the importance of sober and hands-free driving. We have been able to provide this education remotely in the same way we always have, by linking dangerous driving behaviors to the devastating effects of traumatic brain injury.

The BIA-MA school-based Think A-Head program has been available virtually and continues to be tailored to the age of students and to the specific needs of the school and community.

Our friends who serve the brain injury community in a professional capacity have been impacted in ways they never could have expected. Rehab or residential, caregiver or surgeon – some have lost jobs, some were asked to work long shifts in unknown environments wearing layers of PPE. We wanted to ensure that our ABI Clinical Continuing Education Series was available to provide helpful tools for their future endeavors, an opportunity to maintain their licensures, and guide them in their day-to-day interactions with patients, survivors, and their families.

We feel strongly that as we all learn to live in this new world, BIA-MA will continue to be the voice of brain injury for the Commonwealth, whether it be in-person or virtually!
**LIVED EXPERIENCES**

**GARY BRENNAN - “LOVE THE PERSON YOU ARE TODAY”**

In January 2014, Gary Brennan left his home on the Cape and headed to Brockton to help his son with a home project - but he never arrived. He was rushed to Boston Medical Center after being rear-ended in the fast lane of Route 495, which resulted in a crash and a TBI. His life changed forever.

Recovery came in stages – he felt different, and his relationships were different – earning him the moniker “Gary 2.0” from his family. Nearly four months after his accident, he started attending one of BIA-MA’s support groups for survivors. Gary recalls, “I was not alone. I was talking with people who were expressing the same things that I was feeling. We are not all alike, but we have things in common.” These meetings allowed Gary to accept “Gary 2.0” and plan the next steps in his recovery.

Nearly a year after his accident, his therapist brought a book into the session and asked Gary to read a passage about the importance of peer therapy for healing. That’s when Gary realized he had an opportunity to re-evaluate his calling and he was finally able to focus on the future and find his new purpose - helping others! He has been volunteering at Spaulding Rehabilitation Hospital Cape Cod since 2015. And after years of participating in the BIA-MA support groups, he became a leader in 2018. “Being a BIA-MA support group leader has brought me great joy and fulfillment. In a very real way, BIA-MA has contributed to my rehabilitation.”

The “instant” that changed his life in 2014 may last a lifetime, but thanks to his support system, perseverance, and a little help from some BIA-MA friends, so will Gary 2.0! We were so thankful to him for sharing his insights with a crowd of over 441 at the 2019 Cere-Bration Field Day & 5K! Today, Gary strives to live by his own mantra, one that he regularly shares with his support group, “Accept the person you are today. Love that person and embrace the things you do well.”

**KATIE ERESSY - “BEING PART OF BIA-MA HAS HELPED ME”**

In 2019, Katie Eressy (MacNamara) ran her third Falmouth Road Race with the Numbers for Nonprofits Program to support the Brain Injury Association of Massachusetts, in honor of her mother. In 2013, Katie’s mom suffered from a ruptured aneurysm, which forever changed the lives of the entire family.

In fact, the Falmouth Road Race has become a family affair. Over the years, Katie has been able to involve friends and family running for BIA-MA and other agencies, adding her sister-in-law Carly to Team BIA-MA in 2019, collectively raising $3,998.00.

Katie has connected with other family members and caregivers affected by brain injury and has lent her voice through their advocacy efforts. Katie explains, “I run for my mom and others like her who are unable to run themselves. I love raising money for BIA-MA because they support brain injury survivors and their caregivers through various programs throughout the state and advocate for brain injury prevention. Being a part of Team BIA-MA has helped me realize there are others out there - and it is a relief to know that others understand what my family has gone through and is going through.”
SHAUN GRADY - “STAY SAFE. BE WELL. KNOW THAT YOU ARE LOVED”

Shaun Grady was an engineer in the medical device industry with a Master’s degree from Northeastern University, a career he chose to help others improve their quality of life. Then in 2008, he was diagnosed with a brain tumor. The long and complicated journey to remove his tumor began with two weeks of hospitalization and two surgeries and less than a week into rehabilitation - a pulmonary embolism – resulting in even more hospitalization and rehabilitation. Shaun had to learn how to eat and walk again and required facial nerve surgery, among other things, to allow him to pursue his passion – swimming.

Shaun’s goal is: “To help individuals with brain injuries improve their quality of life through shared experiences, empathy, increased knowledge of self, self-advocacy, and improved integration in both the brain injury community as well as the broader community in which we live.” People with brain injuries have all the same hopes, dreams and aspirations as everyone else. I still have my voice and the power of the written word.” And help he does! Shaun has been a BIA-MA Support Group Leader since 2014 and was at the forefront of BIA-MA efforts to move our support groups to a virtual format in March 2020! He is always ready to offer support in a warm, witty, and insightful manner. He is a source of inspiration and motivation to people with whom he interacts. Says Sean, “I found a community of people that didn’t judge me. We aren't disabled. Rather, we are ALL JUST DIFFERENTLY ABLED.”

Shaun enjoys spending time with his wife and two daughters and resides in a residential community in the MetroWest area. Indicative of his positive attitude is how Shaun ends all of his communications - “STAY SAFE. BE WELL. KNOW THAT YOU ARE LOVED.”

KARLA MCAULIFFE - “ZOOM PLATFORM ALLOWS BROADER REACH”

Karla McAuliffe, a speech-language pathologist and Certified Brain Injury Specialist, is just one of the dedicated professionals that BIA-MA works with daily. She is an enthusiastic, knowledgeable, informative, and dedicated support group facilitator, conference committee member, and supporter of BIA-MA.

Karla was one of the first to adopt the Zoom platform for her post-concussive support group with the help of Cynthia Cardeli, BIA-MA Director of Programs and Services and frequently shared resources for “The Journey”. Says McAuliffe, “If there is one positive thing that has resulted from COVID, it is that online platforms have allowed us to reach folks who wouldn’t be able to attend in person due to limited mobility.”

Karla currently works at the Fairlawn Rehabilitation Hospital doing inpatient and in-home care providing speech, language, cognitive, dysphagia evaluation, and treatment services. She has experience working in various settings, including acute inpatient, skilled nursing facilities, home care, inpatient rehabilitation, and outpatient rehabilitation. Karla has a Master of Arts in Communication Disorders from the University of Massachusetts. Thank you, Karla, for all you do!
FINANCIALS (JULY 1, 2019 - JUNE 30, 2020)

FY’20 SOURCES OF INCOME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$1,290,984.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention Programs</td>
<td>$110,797.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>$22,693.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract Funding</td>
<td>$1,361,790.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income/Net gain on Investments</td>
<td>$11,968.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL INCOME</strong></td>
<td><strong>$2,798,232.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FY’20 EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>$193,234.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention Programs</td>
<td>$244,283.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, Awareness &amp; Advocacy</td>
<td>$867,142.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information &amp; Resources</td>
<td>$469,745.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management &amp; General</td>
<td>$155,807.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recreational Programs</td>
<td>$71,053.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL EXPENSES</strong></td>
<td><strong>$2,001,264.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OUR SINCERE THANKS

CORPORATE PARTNERS
PLATINUM
- Encompass Health Rehabilitation Hospitals
- NeuroRestorative

GOLD
- Spaulding Rehabilitation Network
- Vinfen Corporation

SILVER
- Advocates
- Ivy Street School
- Seven Hills Foundation

BRONZE
- Supportive Living, Inc.
- May Institute, Inc.

SPONSORS
CEREBRATION SPONSORS
- BAMS
- Cape Cod Healthcare
- Comprehensive Mental Health Systems, Inc.
- Seven Hills Foundation
- Spaulding Rehabilitation Network, Cape Cod
- Cooperative Production, Inc. (CO-OP)

THIRD PARTY FUNDRAISERS
- Community Rehab Care ($212)
- Edith Garrant ($25)
- Heritage School ($96)
- People’s United Bank ($105)
- Rise and Adapt 5K ($2,554)

DONATIONS

$10,000+
- Gwen & Edwin Baldwin
- Digital Federal Credit Union

$5,000+
- Bank of America
- Network for Good
- Robert Rands

$1,000-$4,999
- ALS Oil Service, LLC
- Anonymous
- Joan Atchue
- Beneficiary Community Impact Fund
- MaryEllen Farrell
- Merrimac Charitable Trust

$500-$999
- Doris Atkinson
- Robert Cantu, MD
- Center for Independent Living
- Club Madeirense
- Jody Crowley
- David Dwork, Esq.
- Mary Fahy
- Andrea Guy
- Laura Herman
- KCD Software
- Clare Keane
- Shelly King
- Kenneth Kolpan, Esq.
- Neal McGrath, PhD
- JP Monnin
- National Grid Employee Giving Campaign
- Northeast Rehabilitation Hospital - Salem, NH
- Robbins Nest Foundation
- Maureen Roche
- Schwab Charitable
- Tufts Health Plan
- John Weaver, MD
- Harold and Alice Wilkinson

$100-$499
- Carol Adams
- Amazon Smile Foundation
- John and Judith Baca
- Stephen Baker
- Linda Banker
- Elizabeth Barker
- Michael Baxter
- Sally Beach
- Louise Beaudreau
- Philip Bedard
- Corey Belhumeur
- Michelle Belhumeur
- Amy Bernstein
- Lindsay Bires
- Marge Blanchette
- Paula Bonetti
- Christine Botelho
- Jesse Boyd
- Gary Brennan
- Bright Insurance Agency
- Margaret Bruckman
- Barbara Buck
- Alana Burke
- Kelly Buttiglieri
- Kristen Cappello
- George Carolan
- Charities Aid Foundation of America
- Eileen Chernoff
- Thomas Christensen
- Susan Clarke
- John Clymer
- Mildred Correia
- Lee Cote
- Michael Culp
- Paula Cuneo
- Ellen Cunningham
- Joyce Cunningham
- John Cupp
- Kurt Czarnowski
- D.P. Mandella Masonary
- Joan Dedian
- William Demianuk
- Christine Devereux
- Sarah DiGeronimo
- Thomas & Elizabeth Donovan
- Kathleen Marie Drier
- Patricia Duffy-Krauspe
- Richard Dutton
- Paula Eno
- Robert Eno
- Victoria Eno
- June Eressy
- Mike Eressy
- Lisa Erlandson
- Aimee Fagan
- Kimberley Farrell
- Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
- Thomas Finnerty
- Melissa Flahive
- Laraine Flynn
- Robert Foxworthy
- Jennifer Friel
- Kenneth Friese
- Michael Friese
- Jennifer Fuglestad
- Kevin Gile
- Mel Glenn, MD
- Maureen Gordon
- Gordon Brothers Group LLC
- Matt Goulet
- Eileen Grattan
- Melissa Gray
- James Greenhalgh
- Miranda Greenhalgh
- Stanley Griffith
- Julie-Leah Harding
- Lisa Harned
- Liz Harnois
- Gary Heald
- Paula Hereau
- Gregory Hoffman
- Anne Hogan
- Matthew Homer
- Marianne Hosford
- Megan Hovsepian
- Louise Huntoon
- Celeste Hurley
- Kathleen Hutchins
- Margaret India
- J.P. Morgan Charitable Giving Fund
- Richard Jakubaszek
- Lynne Johnson
- Sally Johnson
- Joan Joseph
- Michael Joyce
- Roseanne Joyce
- Jeanne Kaloustian
- Joshua Kessler
- Kim S. Storey & Douglas I. Katz Fund
- Kiley Krafve
- Cindy Krasnecky
- Enid Kumin
- Arlene LaFlamme
- Linda Lambert
- Ray Lamontagne
- Roberta Laplante
- Denise Larsen
- Vincent Lawless
- Sandra Lawrence
- Jenine & Scott Lawton
- Elizabeth Lazar
- Dawn LeBorgne
- Kevin Lee
- Jennifer Levin
- Ilene Lieberman
- Ivan Lipton
- Rachel Lipton
- Rebecca Lipton
- John Lomba
- Alexis Louko
- Bette-Jo Lovett
- Kristen Lundgren
- Darlene Lupien
- James Lyman Jr.
- Janet Lyman
- Kristine Lyman
- Karen Lyons
- Kim Macdonald-Conill
- Diana MacLeod
- Mary MacNamee
- Terry Mahn
- Philippa Marrack
- Louis Masella
- Hilary & Christopher McGuire
- Melissa McKeon
- Lynnelle McLane
- Julie McLaughlin
- John McNamara
- Stephen Measmer
- Kenneth Miller
- Michelle Monahan
- Madelene Moore
- Olya Morales
- Peter Morris
- John Morrison
- Joe Murphy
- Rosemarie Nichols
- Cole Osburn
- Susan O’Shea
- Lisa Patterson, MD
- Stephanie Peixoto
- Pequod Lodge #229 I.O.O.F.
- Ann Perla
- Alfred & Mary Persson
- Patrick Phelps
- Patricia Phillips
- Robert Pinto
- Thomas Posler
- Stephen Power
OUR SINCERE THANKS

Premier Health Systems, Inc.
Teresa Raubinger
Raytheon Company
Re-Elect McGovern Committee
Suzanne Rheaueme
Jean Rich
Bernie Richard
Vanette Richard
Chris Richards
Lauren Riley
John Rodino
Nancy & Glenn Ross
Thomas Ross
Kenneth Ruggles
Rachel Running
George Ruttinger
Henry Sablyn
Stephan Sablyn
Karen Scalca
Steven Schwartz
David Sears
Margaret Serpa
Janice Seymour
Robert & Patricia Shapiro
Pauline Sheehan
Benjamin Sheldon
Timothy Shotmeyer
Patricia Slingluff
Angela Smith
Kaitlin Smith
Paul & Michele Smith
Susan Smith
Elaine Sokoloff, PhD
Cheryl Stepp
Cathy Stern
Diane Stevens
Jason Stone, Esq.
Susan Swain
Elizabeth Taylor
Carolyn Tierney
UBS Donor-Advised Fund
United Way of Greater Philadelphia & Southern New Jersey
United Way of the Bay Area
Richard Urell
Brian Vital
Christine Waible
Suzanne Ward
Joanne Waters
Rich Weisenflue
Wendy B. Fain Fund
Westborough Patrolmens Association
Eileen White
Ethel White
Natasha Wilch
Ryan Wilder
Steve Windwer
Peggy Wu
Sonia Wu
John Zakian
Ronald Zweig
Cynthia Agrella
Emily Aisner
Marsha Aleo
Elizabeth Alexander
Lori Amato
Stephen Anastas
Ann Marie Antolini
Lea Apostolides
Aaron Araujo
Lauren Ard
Antonio Arruda
Thomas Ashe
Charles Ashman
Thomas Atwater
Josh Bagley
Cynthia Bailey
Katherine Bailey
BAMS
Sheryl Banning
Andrea Barstow
Jacqueline Bates
Geoffrey Bayliss
Cheryl Bean
Maureen Beauchamp
Patrick Bedard
Anna Begolli
William Belba
Ray Bell
Nancy Bennet
Adam Bergstrom
David & Iris Berkman
Beverly Bertrand
Jenny Bettencourt
John Bibinski
Joyce Bileau
Jackie Blemaster
Angela Bonavita
Andrew Bonetti
Mark Borenstein
Pam Borys
Donna Botsch
Cheryl Boucher
Yen Boucher
Sharon Boyd
Arlene Boyer
Molly Boyle
Meghan Bresnahan
Kristi Bride
Brandi Brook
Elizabeth Brown
Austin Brumber
Karen Bruynell
Erin Buck
Nancy Buniewski
Katherine Bunker
Mary Burgwinkel
James Burke
Colleen Burnham
David Bushroe
Brittany Cabral
Nancy Cahill
Linda Calderino
Sheila Calnan
Cambridge Police Department
David Card
Augustine Cardeli
Emily Carell
Vicki Carr
Alicia Casilio
Renée Castelli
Andrew Castigliano
Stephanie Caswell
Cara Centola
Joseph Cerulli
Larry Cervelli
Michael Chertock
Claudia Chaves
Ruth & Peter Chilson
Elizabeth Chute
Kely Cicio
Ashley Clark
Melissa Clark
Courtney Cline
Mitchell Cohen
Sandra Cohen
Kathy Colacchio
Maria Coleman
Judith Collier
Robert Collier
Jesse Collings
Elizabeth Collins
Michele Collins
James Comeau
Alicia Connolly
Mary Jo Cooper
Alison Corcoran
Katy Corrado
Louise Cosato
Briana Costa
Laura Coulombe
Matthew Courchene-Roy
Nora Courchene-Roy
Joye Creedon
Nancy Cronin
Richard Cross
Philip & Lois Czachorowski
Monika Czubaj
Marilyn Dagostino
Marlene Daly
Scott Davis
Tyler Dee
Steven Delaney
Alice Demoret
Meghan Denenberg
Rachel Denning
Ron Dennis
Catherine Desouza
Robert Desosiers
Alex Desosiers
Jason DeSrtas
Lisa Devlin
Sara Dinosario
Marybeth Dixon
Karen Dmosowski
Jennifer Dodge
Mary Doherty
Theresa Doherty
Linda D’Onofrio
Patricia Dooley
Rose M. Doyon
Patricia Drier
Lyne Drown
Janet & George Drummey
Jacqueline Duane
Carol Ann Dubois
Joseph Dumas
Caitlin Dunham
Provota Dutta
John Dutton
Mary Dwyer
Penny Egelton
Helen Earley
John & Ann Early
Gerard Eastman
Laura Eckhoff
Arthur Edwards
Robert Edwards
Sandra Egam
Jane Elderkin Darrah
Lyne Elliott
Cheryl Ellis
Marcelle Enright
Carly Eressy
Kathryn Eressy
Tim & Sandy Eressy
Donna Erlandson
John & Cheryl Ann Erskine
Thomas & Maryannan Ether
Cathy Evers
Kevin Fahey
Keith Falce
Johanna Falkoff
Fallon Community Health Plan
Harold Farkas
Robin Farrington
Janice Femino
Peter Ferrelli
Cristina Finn
Kathleen Fiorentino
Maxwell Fiorentino
Chris Flaherty
Ellen Fleming
Christine Fleuette
Rene Fleuette
Sheila Flint
Jesse Floyd
Nancy Foley
Ellen Follett
Jeanmarie Fontaine
Janice Foy
Phil Fraga
Thomas & Cheryl Francescon
Judith Freeman
Marjorie Freeman
Joan Frield
Patricia Friend
Lynne Galluzzo
Sara Gamache
Priya Gandhir
Mary Gardner
Carol Garretson
Ann Marie Genereux
Kathy Gentile
Suzanne Gesualdi
Alison Giannetti
Kimberly Gibson
Bill & Cheryl Gilbert
Janine Giles
Debbie Giniewicz
Lindsey Glode
Anna Glynn
Rachelle Goldberg
Rebecca Golding
Robert Goss
Sharon Gosselin
Richard Gould
Michelle Gour
Elizabeth Grancy
Lee Ann Granger
Susan Granger
Ryan Grannan-Doll
Owen Graves
Kelly Gray
Robert Greenley
Martin Greenstein
Randell Griggs
Leslie Grignaffini
Patricia Hagan
Margaret Haggerty
George & Sioban Haldeman
Peter Haley
Gary Halzel
Melody Haizel
John Hanley
OUR SINCERE THANKS

Patricia Harasta  Adam Kosakowski  Lorraine McDevitt  Alyson Obey
Victoria Hardin, PhD  Gina Kozimor  Allison McDonnell  Lawrence O'Brien
Joan Harper  Irving Krawet  Dianne McGaunn  Dianne O'Connell
Gregory Hartzog  Deborah Kristoff  Maryanne McInturf  Marcia Ofcarkik
Judith Harvey  Jeffrey Kristoff  Lee Hope McIver  Joseph O'Leary
David Hatem  Justyna Kryniski  Patrick McKenna  Michael O'Leary
Haverhill Police Department  James Kus  Susan McLane  Mike O'Leary
Kayla Heaney  Sharon Kus  Lindsey McManmon  Elaine Oleski
Lori Heffelfinger  Laddawn, Inc.  Jen McNally  Tammy O'Neil
Elizabeth Helder  Diana Lando  Kathleen McNamara  Maureen Onigman
Lesley Heney  Robert Lannon  Patrick McNamara  Nancy Opp
Rachel Hicks  Diane Lansing  Robert Meagher  Janine Osburn
Christine Hill  Andrew Larsen  Lisa Menard  Fred Paine
Joy Hosford  Emily Larsen  Katelyn Merrigan  Sapna Palayoor
Thomas Howie  Robert Larson  David Merrill  Patricia Parent
Victoria Hubby  Frances Lauvie  Rosemarie Merrill  Susan Park
Chris Husha  Patrick Laverty  Cynthia Mesh PhD, MPH  Terrence Parker
Susan Iannaco  David LeCuyer  Julia Meyer  Sara Passeri
Bill Holland  Erika Lee  Martin & Adrienne Meyer Jr.  Tomoko Patterson
Deborah Holmes  Margaret Levesque  Richard Mikolajczak  Burton & Felicia Payne Jr.
Megan Hoppe  Andrew Levi  Victoria Milliken  Anthony Peikoto
Jeanne Horrigan  Robyn Lilly  Carol Miskinis  Darlene Peikoto
Richard Horrigan  Craig Lisk  Amy Mitz  Melissa Penney
Joy Hosford  Steven Locash  Christopher Molineaux  Zelinda Pereira
Thomas Howie  Beth Lonergan  Ronald & Karen Montgomery  Jessica Petrillo
Victoria Hubby  Victoria & Heidi Lospinuso  Tanya Moore  Dawn Pettinelli
Chris Husha  Laurel Lukus  Michelle Moran  Katherine Pezzella
Susan Iannaco  Michael Lyman  Pamela Morello  Daniela Phakhansa
Carol Ingemi  Jennifer Lynch  Alyson Moriarty PT  Linda Podbros
Rachel Innamorati  Roy Lyons  Shawn Morris  Jane Polimer
David Irwin  Marguerite MacDonald  Karen Morrissey  Leonard Polivy
Karen Issertell  Alex Macdonald  Jeff Morse  Jeff Polkak
Kathryn Iwanicki  Polly MacDonald  Carla Mourao  Paula Poole
Hannah Jacobs  Christine MacGinnis  Beverly Mullen  Patricia Porcaro
Peter Jaffe  Diane Machado  Donna Murphy  Chuck Poulikakos
Nanette Jerige  Isabel Machado  Marte Murphy  Sharon Poulos
Karim Johnson  Joan Madden  Patti Murphy  Diane Powers
Michael Johnson  Nicole Maigret  Joan Murray  Niki Powers
Rodney Johnson  Susan Makowitz  Doug Murstein  Bryan Priestley
Stefanie Johnson  Marjana Maksuti  Kim Nagle  Edna Pruce
Lucia Joseph  Abby Malchi  Jeff Morse  Julie Purcell
Laura Josselyn  Neil Malloy  Carla Mourao  Elizabeth Quigley
Ann Juliano  Thomas Malone Jr.  Amanda Nardone  Elaine Quinlan
Emily Kailey  Don Mandella  David Narkewicz  Karen Quitzau
Paula Kaloustian  Bailey Mannix  Erik Naslund  Jayne Ramirez
Patricia Kaufman-Vaughan  Leslie Mansfield  Robert Nason  James Rastellini
Anne Kavanagh  Elizabeth Marcus  Reba Newberry  Stephanie Ray
Kelley-Brances Kelahan  Sheila Marder  Frances Newton  Mark Reardon
Lauren Kelly  Elena Marion  Alexander Nickerson  Noreen Redmann
Leann Kelly  Christopher & Donna Mark  Dianne Nickerson  Deidre Regan
Erin Kent  Patricia Martin  Elizabeth Nicklas  Roberta Regan
Patti Kerrigan  Angela Martins  Ruth & Philip Nieman  Sharlene Reynolds Santo
John Kilcoyne  Keely Martyn  Ann Marie Noonan  Donald Rhodes
Kathleen Kilcoyne  Danielle Masterson  Karen Norris  Robert Richmond
Zachary Klenushin  Kevin Matson  Sarah Northrop  Arlene Robbins
Douglas Knox  Meagan McCauley  Sonia Nunes  Thomas Robert
Jonathan Koblich  Connor McCoy  Ryan Nutbrown  Diane Robinson
Deborah Kopecky  Lindsey McDermott  Barbara Nye  Susan Rochefort
Lara Kopoyan
OUR SINCERE THANKS

Lisa Rockwell
Maria Rodriguez
Ann Roskosky
John Rondeau
Melissa Roy
Helaine Rubin
Kathryn Rucker
Lauren Ruggles
David Rutherford
Rise Sabaroff
Matt Sanderson
Carolyn Sands
Lisa Santimore
Christine Santos
Peter Sauro
Michelle Scharnagle
Paul Schiffl
Susan Schmidt
Roger Schmit
Paul Schreiber
Jeffrey Scott
Charles & Christine Searles
Howard Sears
Angela Seeley
Brigitte Seeley
Karen Shaw
Perry Shelman
Shriners Hospitals for Children
Dana Simone
Jacin Skidmore
Terence Slagle
Wilma Smollen
Andrea Snow
Maxwell Solet
Judith & Edward Souza
Virginia Spadoni
Maureen Spaulding
Deb St. Pierre
Laurie Staveski
Lisa Stcy
Robert Stearns
Karen Stefanik
Ashley Stevens
Andrew Stone
Stop & Shop - Westborough
Ellen Story
Kim Stover
Kathryn Stoye
Danielle Strid
Katie Sugermeyer
James Sughrue
Don Summerfield
Audrey Sylvester
Wayne & Jeanne Lannon
Elisa Tardiff
Nancy Tavares
Deborah Theriault
Barbara Thompson
Dresden Tocci
Angela Tosca
Melissa Trottier
Michelle Turner
Elizabeth Van Buskirk
Beth Vargas
Claire Vaz
Margaret Vazquez
Barbara Veneri
Amanda Venezuela
Matthew Venuti
Teresa Verity
Morgan Vines
Katharine Vital
Kathleen Vitko
Dawn VonDeVellen
Gregory Wallace
Kathleen Warsing
Claudia Webster
Marissa Welch
Loretta West
Jill Wheeler
Jim Whitehead
Elizabeth Whitney
Alan Wicklund
Jennifer Williams
Kelly Winson
John Winterhalter
Briana Wise
Alexandra Wohler
Lori Yauch
Lisa Yauch-Cadden
Sonda Yee
Catherine Yost
Georgia Young
Ryan Young
Shelby Zacher
Kristin Zimmerman

EDWARD DOMINIQUE
Francois & Julia Dominique

SHAWN GRADY
Gerald Blum

JACOB HALZEL
Melody Halzel

DYLAN KEUSCH
Charles Lowell

PAMELA LECOURT
Steven Lander

EVA LIPTON
Elizabeth Cashman
Joanne Chang
Isabelle Lipton

JAMES MCEVITT
Lorraine McDevitt

ZACHARY MCELLOD
Tammy McLeod

TORIN MURPHY
Joe Murphy

SUE PATAKI
Connee Ward-Rodriguez

NANCY POWER
Stephen Power

MARTY SIVACK
Carole Berkowitz
Lois Herman
Peter Lurier

SYRENE ROBBINS
Harriet Robbins

IN MEMORY OF RICHARD BALL
Maryanne Petry
Robert Webber

MATTHEW Bisceglia
Bill Abely
Anthony Bisceglia
Barbara Boulay
Robert Boulay
Roberta Collins
Kathleen Diiccco
Kate & Terri Fitzgerald
Christopher Gaskell
Karen & Gary Gaskin
Russell Granquist
Kelley Guiffoil
Brian & Kathryn Inman
David Ketchen
Jeremiah Lynch
Sandra McLellan
Robert Molinari
Frank & Diane Morrone
Lisa Pogararo
Mike Przygoda
Barbara Santorella
Wesley Sheddy
Jennifer Troio

DEBRA E. BUONO
Denise Ingala
Mary McEachern
Catherine Scirio

JOAN BUTTIGLIERI
Maureen Onigman

JOHN T. CADIGAN
Diane Stella

VINCENT “JIM” Ciacco
Kenneth T. Simpson

RYAN COVEY
Matthew Baxter
Donna Christensen
Donna Cormier
Bruce Deardens
Mary Driscoll
Gary Forbes
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